
engineered hardwood flooring EHF

materiawood
With a surface created from a mixture of wood and mineral,  

Materiawood looks like stone but feels like wood.
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materiawood

engineered hardwood
flooring

Benefiting from the latest advancements in engineered hardwood flooring 
technology, Materiawood is a unique new range from Solus that is extremely  
tough and full of character. The surface is made from a mix of wood and minerals 
which is then tightly bonded to the lower Aquasafe board using pressure and heat.  
The result is an incredibly durable floor that looks like stone but feels like wood.
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materiawood

Materiawood is water-resistant because it offers the 
comprehensive protection against humidity of the AquaSafe+ 
system. This consists of three effective elements that protect the 
floor from any moisture penetrating:

SURFACE PROTECTION
Materiawood surface is waterproof.

AQUASTOP EDGE IMPREGNATION & JOINT TIGHTNESS
Together with the AquaStop edge impregnation, the specially 
developed and patented geometry of the click profile, which 
works with pre-tension, guarantees that the profile is sealed 
tightly and permanently.

ANTI-SWELLING BASE BOARD
The “AquaSafe+” effective anti-swelling base board can largely 
prevent swelling in the event of contact with water (24 hours of 
protection at stagnant humidity).

INSTALLATION
Can be installed in humid rooms e.g. bathrooms. This does 
not include outdoor areas and wet rooms, e.g. saunas, shower 
cubicles, steam rooms and rooms with a floor drain. Materiawood 
is also suitable for laying on subfloors with controlled hot water 
underfloor heating.
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Colours 

supplying your imagination

materiawood

Greyrustic
4KDB104

Anthracitemetal
4KDB109

Greysienna
4KDB117

Anthraciteslate 
4KDB114

Stonelight
4KDB105

Lightmetal
4KDB107

Greymetal
4KDB108

Greyslate
4KDB113

Lightstone
4KDB116

Rusticream
4KDB101

Slateartic
4KDB106

Cretegrey
4KDB111

Silverstone
4KDB112

Warmcrete
4KDB115

Beigestone
4KDB118

Greyquartz
4KDB119



Size and finishes

Installation and technical details

Appearance: Concrete
Material: Composite

Usage: Floors and Walls

supplying your imagination

materiawood

solusceramics.com      

4KDB109

Installation

Locking method

Fire behaviour

Underfloor heating

Heat transfer resistance

Footfall noise reduction

Bevel

Float or glued

Click System

EN 13 501 Bfl-s1 (hardly flammable)

Suitable

EN 12 667 25DB: 0.10m² K/W

DIN EN ISO 10140-3 25DB: 16dB

GO02

395x853
10.5mm
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Due to the printing process and differing screen values actual tile colours may vary. E&OE. © Solus Ceramics Limited 2020. PDF002.

0121 753 0777       sales@solusceramics.com       Showroom at 80 Clerkenwell Road London

http://solusceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/SolusCeramics
https://twitter.com/SolusCeramics
http://www.pinterest.com/solusceramics/
https://www.instagram.com/solusceramics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/solus-ceramics
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWkmQS3gCjRRiT2Nc1lSfaQ
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